Response to reviewers’ comments

Thank you for your comments. We have revised the manuscript in response to the company editor-in-chief, science editor, and reviewer’s comments.

We appreciate your review and hope that you will find our revised manuscript acceptable.

Response to company editor-in-chief

1. Please prepare and arrange the figures using Powerpoint.

R: As the company editor-in-chief pointed out, we prepared all figures using MS Powerpoint in the revised files.

2. Authors are required to provide standard three-line tables.

R: As the company editor-in-chief pointed out, we modified our table. Revised table uses a three-line table.

Response to science editor

1. The table uses a three-line table.

R: As the science editor pointed out, we modified our table. Revised table uses a three-line table.

Response to reviewer

1. In page 44, the number of table was disappear, please revised about that.

R: As the reviewer pointed out, we renamed our table as table 1.